colleges of liberal arts
solici
filadirector
civil service worker
broadcast journalist
playwright
screenwriter
directors
professors
intelligence agent
screenwriter
executive director
librarians
language interpreters
archaeologists

THE POWER OF DISCOVERY

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
J. Hugo Madison Hall, Suite 239
700 Park Avenue, Norfolk, VA 23504
(757) 823-8891
www.nsu.edu/cola
TRANSFORMATIVE

Education that enables students to maximize their potential to become creative, independent thinkers and lifelong learners who adopt and contribute ethically to evolving national and international societies.

MAKE IT YOURS

• Experiential learning
• Community engagement
• College to career pathways
• Productive in global economy
• Highly skilled, adaptable & flexible thinking
• Interpersonal understanding
• New ideas for a new world
• Technology of your dreams

OUR ZEITGEIST INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

• Recognizes students for who they are and where they are
• We are attentive to the “Spirit of the Age”
• We identify and nurture the strength of our students
• We shape the knowledge and interests of our students
• Empowering them to thrive and succeed

UNRESTRICTED DISCOVERY

WE PRIORITIZE:

• Student Success
• Academic Excellence
• Campus effectiveness Community engagement
• Global Economy preparation for traditional & post-traditional students